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Does the case against helicopter money even matter? 
I have been writing recently about H money because a big part of the consensus seems confused over the 
issue, and it presents a subject on which I can offer a high-conviction and differentiated view.  

For example, here is yet another piece in the FT from a confused analyst who believes that a fiscal 
expansion financed by a decapitalization of the ECB would represent a helicopter drop.  There is nothing 
necessarily wrong about raiding the ECB’s franchise value to support a fiscal operation.  Willem Buiter 
proposed that about a decade ago.  But if the fiscal expansion results in central bank decapitalizaiton, rather 
than in a surge of permanently-non-interest-bearing currency in circulation, then it is not a helicopter drop. It 
is just a conventional fiscal transfer, financed by debt of zero maturity, run through the ECB so as to 
maximize obfuscation. 

 A relevant question, though, is whether the implausibility of H money even matters?  Accepting it is a dumb 
idea: Who cares? In fairness, my main motivation here is mostly pride.  They are wrong. I am right.  And I 
mean to leave a paper trail.   But if that is the main motivation, then this does not matter so much for you.   

In fact, probably the main reason it is so easy to have a differentiated view here is that nobody actually 
investing even cares.   If there were actually alpha on the line, people would brighten up, just as we saw with 
QE. Once the Fed actually started the exit, folks had to decide — betting real money — if QE was really 
more than just smoke and mirrors plus some indirect rates signaling.   And once that happened, the 
consensus swung pretty quickly to recognizing that it was not the main thing.  But we are a long way from 
exit from (the bad idea) of H money, so if that dynamic is going to repeat, then it is a ways off.  Which brings 
us back to, who cares? 

The relevance of the case against H money is probably secondary and involves two considerations.  First, 
the calibration problem with H money relates directly to the recent loss of confidence in central banks’ ability 
to hit their inflation objectives at any horizon.  I went over that in this piece on Macro’s dirty little secret, and 
the idea would seem (my take) to be implicit in Larry Summers’ claim recently that what used to be taken as 
“axiomatic”  is now in serious doubt.  So, if you are thinking of placing a bet on central bank inflation targets 
necessarily being respected, as a mere matter of axioms, then this is relevant for you.   

Second and closely related, the lack of a reliable bazooka to which central banks might resort in the event 
that the floor were to drop out from under inflation expectations probably makes them particularly eager to 
take advantage of the current high-employment environment to nudge underlying inflation higher, on the 
hope that they can end up saving the targets.  This is further inclining them to err on the side of supporting 
growth, more so than might otherwise be the case, as I believe we are seeing.   

There may come a time when central banks fib about H money, claiming do it, while not really.  But we can 
jump off that bridge when we come to it. For now, knowing H money is a silly idea inclines them dovish. 
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